
120904, Participants: 
Martin M., Kaoru, Amy, Damian, Tobias, Fatma, Rebecca, Lionel, Pelle, Gunter 
 
Meeting agenda 
 
A) Immediate actions 
Find experimentalists for September and October beamtimes asap. 
http://sgc.ki.se/PSF/Xray/BeamtimeSchedule.html  
One experimentalist should have some Xray data collection experience. 
 
Lionel Tresaugues and Rebecca Dovega from Biophysics assigned.  
 
 
B) Q1: Membrane and Soluble Team at DIAMOND?  
Meeting decided to divide the BAG into a soluble and membrane team as below. 
 
Membrane Team Nordlund/Divne/Haeggström 
Soluble Team   Schuler/Schneider/Jovine/Taipale/Achour/Hällberg 
 
For each DIAMOND beamtime event we send 2-3 experimentalists from either Membrane or Soluble 
Team to the beamline. 
 
The initial schedule was decided ok.   
Once scheduled by DIAMOND the remaining beamtime events will be distributed  
- one DIAMOND beamtime to the soluble team  
- one DIAMOND beamtime to the membrane team 
 
 
C) Q3: Proposed DIAMOND Beamtime distribution - Membrane and Soluble Team (research groups)? 
DIAMOND beamtime six 24 hour visits in six months 
- Membrane Team keeps their four DIAMOND events in six months. 
- Soluble Team is given two DIAMOND events in six months. 
 
BESSY beamtime is not distributed and available for all research groups of our BAGs 
 
PSF upcoming beamtime and DIAMOND distribution: 
BESSY  BL14-1 Thursday 06 Sep 2012 Kaoru, Amy 
DIAMOND I03 Saturday 22 Sep 2012 Lionel, Rebecca 
DIAMOND I24 Sunday  07 Oct 2012  Damian, PN/CD-member 
DIAMOND I03 Thursday 25 Oct 2012  Kaoru, GS/Soluble Team-member 
BESSY  BL14-1 Thursday 22 Nov 2012 ALL groups 
DIAMOND I03 Saturday 08 Dec 2012 Membrane Team 
BESSY  BL14-1 Tuesday 11 Dec 2012 ALL groups 
Table 1.  Autumn 2012 beamtime schedule. 
In the schedule above three of the DIAMOND (from 07 Oct) and two of the BESSY visits are already 
scheduled while the rest of the visits will be scheduled before Feb 2013 (DIAMOND) and June 2013 
(BESSY).  DIAMOND visits are fixed while BESSY visits can be canceled and re-scheduled by me. 
 



D) Q2: Maintain the possibility of sending crystals with other Teams (research groups)? 
 
a) Meeting agree to maintain the possibility to send crystals with other research groups, however limit 
the number of sender crystals to 10 (BESSY) or 16 (DIAMOND). 
 
b) Martin should ask the experimentalists if they can collect data for the senders before accepting the 
sender crystals i.e. 10 (BESSY) or 16 (DIAMOND).  
 
c) OBS Eight (8) days deadline for sender crystals: 
 Experimentalists and Martin need to be notified regarding the sender crystals eight (8) days in advance 
of beamtime. 
 
d) If sender crystals are accepted by experimentalists, Martin needs the additional info by email eight (8) 
days in advance of beamtime 
- protein target name 
- UniProt or Genbank ID 
- expression host 
for the beamline safety declaration form. 
 
e) If the eight day limit has passed the experimentalists can use the final 10 crystals for BESSY (or 16 
crystals for DIAMOND) for their own experiments. 
 
f) A prio meeting for knowledge transfer regarding crystals and data collection strategies from the 
senders to the experimentalists is held if required by either senders or experimentalists. 
The knowledge transfer and prioritization Excel sheet can be used for this event. 
 
g) Sender crystals, 10 (BESSY) or 16 (DIAMOND), have priority over ANY additional crystals beyond 50 
(BESSY) and 112 (DIAMOND).  More crystals can be brought for screening with the above priority 
towards the sender crystals. 
 
 
E) Info: Pause dewar sending service by PSF 
It can re-appear provided all research groups participating on a future trip are happy with me using 
Agility and split my costs 50% according to participating research groups and 50% on number of crystals 
send. 
 
 
F) Info: PSF charges when Martin Moche participates at beamline only 
Martin Moche travel for beamtime if needed to maintain the monthly schedule above or at: 
http://sgc.ki.se/PSF/Xray/BeamtimeSchedule.html  
i.e. if experimentalists are hard to find, however ideally once a quarter or less. 
 
If Martin Moche has to travel for beamtime, PSF will charge  
SEK 225 per crystal send  
SEK 112 per crystal send (if you take part at beamline) 
 
When traveling yourself for PSF beamtime and Martin Moche is absent from the beamline there are no 
charges to PSF besides liquid nitrogen (provided you use PSF liquid nitrogen). 


